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The Bookkeeping Report Card: Does
Your Firm Pass The Test?
Whether you’re a newly minted accounting grad or the leader of a Top 100 �rm,
nobody is immune to the daunting process of being graded and tracking progress
against competitor o�erings and client needs. The past two years have already put
every ...
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Fall is of�cially upon us and that ‘back to school’ feeling is in the air (or is that just a
longing for pumpkin spice?)—even those of us who have long since graduated–and
those, like myself, with kids getting in the school groove and lamenting their late
mornings of the summer. 
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Whether you’re a newly minted accounting grad or the leader of a Top 100 �rm,
nobody is immune to the daunting process of being graded and tracking progress
against competitor offerings and client needs. The past two years have already put
every business to the test – teaching tough lessons and changing the ways we work,
live and learn.

For instance, nearly 600 accounting professionals recently weighed in as part of an
upcoming report on their priorities for growth and emerging challenges for the year
ahead. Among the most surprising results that warranted sharing a sneak peek?

On average, bookkeepers grade their �rms 6.7/10 on digital transformation.

For those of you doing the math at home or familiar with the grading curve at your
kid’s school, that’s a ‘D’.  Youch.

So, yes: the average �rm still has homework to do before they can call themselves
best-in-class. The good news? While it might feel otherwise given the rush in the last
few years, we’re still basically at the beginning, not the end, of an industry-wide 
digital transformation. And, even though there’s a learning curve, there are plenty of
bene�ts to be had – so long as you know what to do in order to improve your next
progress report.

MAKING THE GRADE

The accelerating shift to digital during the pandemic provided ample opportunity for
�rms to take stock of their strengths and weaknesses while pressing the reset button
on strategic planning in order to account (no pun intended) for the much-referenced
‘new normal.’

As results are showing, even though �rms are increasingly embracing automation,
there is also a huge amount of untapped potential being left on the table (and
forward-thinking bookkeepers know it.)

It’s time to think long term, undertake change management challenges, and shift the
focus from ‘making it through’ to ‘making the grade.’ If you’re ready to take a frank
look inward and improve, here’s a guide to how you can put your �rm to the test:

THE BOOKKEEPING REPORT CARD

What does your �rm’s current bookkeeping report card look like – and what will it take to
earn an ‘A’?
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HITTING (AND CLOSING) THE BOOKS

POP QUIZ:

How fast is your team closing the books?
How much faster could the books be closing?
And what can your talent do with that saved time?

YOUR HOMEWORK: After assessing the speed and accuracy with which your
team is currently closing the books, think about how you can put those insights
into action. Look beyond how fast, well, or easily things are being done – and
work with your team to �gure out possibilities for how much faster, better or
more conveniently they can be accomplished. More importantly, think about
how your team can better spend the time freed up after automation.

CHEAT SHEET: Substitute ‘closing the books’ in the above example for any
process you’re thinking of automating: AP, ledger balancing, report preparation,
etc. Make sure you’re taking top-to-bottom stock of all your processes, including:

Data entry
Time entry
Document requests
Client communication
Training and education
Talent acquisition
Prospecting

ROOM FOR GROWTH

POP QUIZ:

Truthfully: is your �rm currently meeting its full growth potential?
What changes would be helpful to growing your business?
What processes can be automated, streamlined, or eliminated in order to
prioritize growth?
What services are being demanded–or suit the observed needs–of your clients?

HOMEWORK: Identify not only growth opportunities for your �rm, but areas
where your �rm can be optimized or streamlined in order to provide higher
value, higher pro�t, and higher return-on-investment against the same level of
manpower (with automation supporting and elevating them!)
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CHEAT SHEET: As many as 94% of polled �rms reported that automating more
of their bookkeeping tasks would be helpful for growing their business. Time
saved isn’t just an internal bene�t; the quantity and quality of your �rm’s output
will increase, too. This includes:

Client relationships or advisory services
Investment in recruitment, training or professional development
Resolving technical accounting issues

FUTURE READINESS

POP QUIZ:

Does your team regularly dig through boxes of receipts or sort through paper
�les for reconciliation?
Are you manually entering �nancial or transaction data?
Do you have incomplete audit trails?
Are you still printing and mailing checks?
Do you have the agility to adopt remote operations with little notice?
Does it make sense for your �rm to mandate automation, or is offering the
solution as an option suf�cient?

HOMEWORK: It’s one thing to have the right technology and tools at your
disposal – but are you actually prepared to use them effectively when the pressure
is on? After analyzing your processes by asking the questions above, stress test
them to make sure things will move smoothly even when pressure from external,
internal, and client forces.

GROUP WORK & PARTICIPATION

POP QUIZ:

How do your departments, teams— even leadership + junior employee—
function together?
If you’re seeking to streamline one process, how many different departments
or employees will it affect? Stress test for unforeseen ripple effects.
Do you have any processes that require more than 3 steps or more than 3
approvals? Where and how can they be streamlined?
What support options are available in case of employee troubleshooting,
questions or issues?
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Do separate but equally important departments—for example, Legal and
Marketing, or Sales and Production—have touchpoints with one another?
Should they?

HOMEWORK: Fine-tuning individual processes or pain points within the
organization is obviously important. However, don’t lose sight of the big picture!
Take a step back and look at the touchpoints within your �rm.

What makes life easier for one team may cause a headache for another, without
proper consideration. On the other side of the coin, potential solutions could be
overlooked if stakeholders haven’t had a chance to come together and
commiserate.

IF YOU’RE IN NEED OF SOME EXTRA CREDIT…

The past year made clear that digital cannot be ignored or nudged onto the
backburner. Fortunately, earning an ’A’ is feasible – as long as the momentum we’re
seeing continues.

It’s essential for bookkeepers to be champions of change and promote wins. Don’t be
afraid to start simple:

Prioritize and tackle the quick wins
Build consensus with stakeholders
Showcase returns-on-investment so that future projects will be more likely to
graduate beyond the idea stage, too

And while it’s important to pay attention to your �rm’s report card, I would also
note (just as I do for my high-school aged son) that the ultimate grade isn’t what’s
most important; it’s the effort you put in and that you’re doing your best.  It’s just as
important to check in and re-adjust regularly. You should always be on the lookout
for ways to maximize time, value and potential for yourself and for your clients.

Knowledge is power. The more you gather about – and share within – your �rm, the
greater potential you’ll have and the higher grades you’ll earn.
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